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Contrast with romantic genre and symbolic genre, the opus and comments of 
Chinese modern poets, poetics scholars represent the character of “wisdom and 
unindividual”, which can be seen in opus of Bian Zhilin. And are more outstanding in 
“Jiu Ye” genre, present “Reality, symbol and metaphysics”. All of these are different 
from directness of “Xin Yue” genre and “pure poem”, “revolution poem”, they are 
influenced by New Critics. 
New Critics is a special genre, in the west world，in 20 century，when they 
emphasize the study from the relation between works and writers, works and social 
relation, to the works only, which contain the form、language and meaning and reveal 
it’s objective and scientific. The reception experiences from Ye Gongchao to Yuan 
Kejia. 
This article contains three parts. 
The First Chapter: The summary of New Critics. This chapter introduces the 
development from birth to maturity, which contains three parts: the explorement, the 
development and the maturity. We also describe the importance of New Critics. 
The Second Chapter: The theory reception of Chinese modern genre. The theory 
reception of Chinese modern poets and poetics scholars can be parted into three parts: 
“world-integrated consciousness”, “poem skill” and “detailed analysis”. The first part 
includes unindividual, objective target and sensate idea. The second part includes 
some skills for writing poem and their influence on poets and poetics scholars. The 
third part includes detailed analysis, which include the practices and analysis of Zhu 
Ziqing, Qian Zhongshu and Yan Yuanshu. 
The three Chapter: The value of Chinese modern genre. We discuss the retort of 
pre-poetics; inaugurate new writing spaces, analysize poems in various aspects, 
talking about the far-reaching influence in Chinese literary world. 
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英美新批评理论在 20 世纪 30 年代的中国文坛就开始传播。在东西方文化交
流中，中国知识分子的自觉意识日益强大，他们用了几十年的时间就把西方用了
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